October 2020

- North Dakota Dental Foundation Sponsors Exhibit
- Everbright Exhibit Doubles as Donor Recognition
- Einstein on Wine Online

North Dakota Dental Foundation Sponsors Exhibit

The mission of the North Dakota Dental Foundation (NDDF) is to promote oral health for all. The Foundation board (pictured) is made up of dental health professionals and other advocates from across the state. NDDF is sponsoring a hands-on exhibit in the Examining You section of the new Gateway to Science center to educate children and adults about oral health and dental careers. Visitors will have the opportunity to examine, brush and floss an oversized mouth full of teeth. NDDF is also partnering with us to incorporate these topics in our Gateway to Science on the Go statewide outreach programs.

Everbright Exhibit Doubles as Donor Recognition

Gateway to Science added a new exhibit to engage visitors in hands-on exploration and to recognize our generous donors. Each donor of $1,000 or more to our capital campaign will have their name on a color-changing Everbright dial. The first batch of names were installed by Mann Signs last week. We invite you to visit the gallery and find your dial!
If you are interested in joining the donors on the Everbright, please contact Lesley Icenogle at 701-258-1975 or lesley@gscience.org. You can make a gift in honor or memory of a loved one or take the Grandparent Challenge and donate for each of your grandchildren.

Thank you to everyone who is helping us build for the future.

---

**Einstein on Wine Online**

Get ready for Version 2.0 of Gateway to Science’s beloved annual fundraiser—Einstein on Wine Online! We won’t be gathering in person this year, but you can still enjoy a glass of wine, bid on fabulous items, and support the critical mission of Gateway to Science.

Mark your calendar for the evening of Friday, November 20. The program livestream will begin at 6:30 p.m. and last approximately one hour. Anyone can watch free of charge and register with ClickBid to participate in the auction and Fund-a-Mission. A variety of sponsorship packages with unique benefits and recognition opportunities are available.

Visit the [event website](#) for all the details.
Thank you for your interest and support. For more information, please contact Lesley Icenogle, Development Director, at 701-258-1975 or lesley@bascience.org.